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Abstract: The cashew nut is essential for physical and emotional well-being. It is an energetic diet and the best food medication for many illnesses. Nuts protects from malignant growth, coronary illness, circulatory strain, and various degenerative infirmities connected to aging. It can be used for several medicinal purposes. Every part of cashew has some important medicinal properties. Cashew kernel contains proteins, carbohydrates, vitamins, and fats which help gain energy. Cashew nuts are used for many purposes like blood sugar, weight loss, cancer, cold and flu, aging, urinary disorders, digestive disorders, and bone relaxation. In comparing cashew with other nuts, Cashew kernels have good properties, including proteins, carbohydrates, fibers, and minerals, then almond, hazelnut, and walnuts. Cashew kernels contain the highest number of proteins (21%) when compared with Almonds (20.8%), Hazelnuts (15.6%), and Macadamia Nuts (60.9%). Cashew contain large amount of carbohydrate (22%) compared to other nuts like almonds, walnuts, etc. There are some strong benefits of Cashew for health. They boost the immune system, act as an antioxidant, remove gallstones, and beneficial for anemia. They are good sources of healthy fats that are necessary for our body to absorb fat-soluble vitamins.
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Its bark is known as the antihypertensive and glucose-lowering part. It has beneficial effect on the eyes and skin. This is rich in vitamin C, so it can be used for skin problems like acne, flawless freckles, skin lines and protects from aging.
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**Introduction:**

Cashew is an evergreen perennial plant belonging to the family Anacardiaceae. This family consists of 400-600 species. Among the eight species in the genus Anacardium, the only cashew is valuable due to its nutritious kernel. Cashew is a tropical tree present in South America and Brazil. Plant height varies from 5 to 14 m. The trunk is usually short and irregular, starting branches close to the ground. Leaves are green that are placed in a spiral pattern towards the end of the stem. Leaves become mature after 20-25 days. Flowering can occur at any time; individual flowers are short in size consisting of five yellowish-green sepals and five white to reddish petals. In 2011, about 4.7 million tons of raw nuts were produced worldwide, which were distributed between Asia and Africa, where 1.8 million cashew apples were produced [1].

Cashew has been cultured essentially, and whole fruit is used for medicinal and food purposes, e.g., apple and kernel. Cashew gained its importance during World War II due to the utilization of its significant by-product, the cashew nut shell liquid (Cordeiro; Rico, Bulló et al. 2016). The Cashew nut has nutritious properties with a pleasant flavor. Cashew kernels have shown low-density lipoprotein cholesterol levels and coronary risk diseases. Cashew part contains proteins and fats. The proteins include lysine, cysteine, arginine tyrosine, valine, and many vitamins like vitamin C, E, D [2].

Cashew gum has been used widely for many health-related issues. These are less in saturated fatty acids and more in unsaturated fatty acids. Its health benefits have been used to decrease the risk of cardiovascular diseases, oxidative stress, inflammation, high cholesterol, and diabetes [3].

Cashew nuts are used for several medicinal purposes and have great importance related to health, as evidenced by research [4]. These are used for obesity, diabetes, heart disease, urinary disorders, digestive disorders, and many other clinical applications like bone relaxation, cold and flow, etc. It also has importance in Cancer, and protects from aging [5].

**CASHEW COMPOSITION:**

The nuts of Cashew are present in the regions of north-eastern Brazil, similar to kidney seed shape appearance that holds the lower part of this, the product of the tree. It is a favorite dried organic product that has excellent and brilliant taste. During the 16th century, the Portuguese familiarized cashew with India and Africa. The Cashew tree has great importance, as its valuable
wood has analgesic effect, the cashew itself didn’t acquire notoriety in the start of the twentieth century. Now India is the biggest country in making, processing, and exporting cashew bits on the earth. It is used as a mixed drink or in foods to distribute bread rolls, frozen yogurts, and chocolates. It can also be utilized for natural products, juice, liquor, desserts. The cashew nutshell fluid is extracted from shell comprises as destructive astringent oil valuable in brake coating, paints, and plastics [6].

CASHEW REFINING:

These nuts are to be prepared to remove palatable bit which is profoundly nourishing. In India, it is collected during long periods of April and May and promoted rapidly from that point. The external surface of cashew is thick and slightly thin internal surface. The pieces that are obtained during preparation are of various evaluation like wholes, parts, and bits, etc.

ROLE OF CASHEW NUTS IN HEART DISEASES:

As nuts have been selected that they are not suitable food due to their high-fat substance. But recent studies suggest that nuts might be beneficial for the heart. About 66% of cholesterol comes from the liver, not from food, its creation being animated by soaked fat. Soaked fat itself can be dangerous for the heart. Soaked fats are discovered prevalently in synthetic items, including dairy items. However, people can reduce their cholesterol level by using food containing low-soaked food and more unsaturated fats. Recently, tree nuts have been developing a great medical advantage. For example, previous studies from epidemiological and clinical examinations have shown that tree-nut is helpful for the heart diseases.

Cashew part that is less in soaked fat and more in monounsaturated fat lessens the general degrees of cholesterol and low-density lipoproteins (LDL) - the claimed "bad cholesterol" that prompts coronary disease and builds high-density lipoproteins (HDL), hence assisting in making the heart more sound [7]. The Cashew part contains fiber, carrying more fiber into the diet brings down the level of cholesterol and the danger of heart disease prominently, which is known as heart nibble. The fiber in the digestive tract lessens the assimilation of cholesterol from food consumption. Ordinary use of these nuts, as a feature of a low-soaked fat eating routine, can bring down the danger of coronary disease overall by advantageously influencing the cholesterol levels in blood and can reduce the risk of having a subsequent respiratory & cardiovascular failure[8].

CASHEW NUTS FOR DIABETES:

Daily utilization of food that is rapidly increasing the sugar level in the blood leads to developing heart diseases and diabetes as Cashew nuts contain high mono saturated fat that is beneficial for decreasing the blood glucose level and increase insulin production. Thus, diabetes can be managed by cashew pieces. They are essential for type 2 diabetes. They are lower in sugar and
higher in fiber; when these factors are combined, they decreased the blood glucose level and prevent the development of type 2 diabetes [9].

CASHEW NUTS FOR RHINITIS:

As Cashew parts are rich in vitamin B, an ordinarily occurring cell strengthening which has invulnerability high power. Consequently, burning through cashew parts during winter and cold season will improve an individual’s insusceptibility [10].

CASHEW NUTS FOR OBESITY:

Harvard University declared that a healthy food contains copious fat from the nuts of tree and olive oil has a strong agent for weight reduction as a small calorie, kept for a low eating regimen and a great benefit for weight reduction [11]. These nuts are rich in supplements and fiber that they will, in general, fulfill appetite on less energy than other snacks [12]. Cashew extract causes significant reduction in total cholesterol, triglycerides, LDL and VLDL cholesterol [13].

PROTECTION FROM CANCER:

This disease can likewise get destroyed from nuts. Selenium - rich cashew bits are helpful for lung, liver, skin, cerebrum, and gastrointestinal malignancy. Due to significant fiber content likewise assists with fighting malignancy. They act as an antioxidant and prevent the growth of cancer cells by removing the free radicals from the body. A class of flavonoids called Proanthocyanidins fight tumor cells and prevents them from further division. High copper content and proanthocyanidins in cashew nut fight copper content in cashew helping to prevent colon cancer [14].

EYE PROTECTION:

Today’s women are selecting to work at home by using mobile phones and laptops continuously, which damage their eyes. Zeaxanthin is a pigment that is present in Cashew, by the consumption of Cashew, will protect the retina from damaging the UV rays and hence protects the eye.

FOR SKIN:

We all want fresh, flawless, and glowing skin and avoid cosmetic products for damaged skin. By eating a few Cashews daily, we can be protected from acne and damaged skin. This is the most beneficial effect of Cashew nut for charming and glowing skin [15-22].

HELPFUL FOR AGEING:

Vitamin E has extra ordinary boosting power. A new investigation conducted on 65 years old people found that Vitamin E supplementation appeared to stop the decrease in insusceptibility related to aging. 100g of cashew pieces contain 46mg of Vitamin E, in this way protecting from aging as cashew contains free radicals that keep the body free from wrinkles and lines in the face. Cashew is used in skin remineralization and in the treatment of premature aging [23-32].
RENAL ROLE:
Potassium is an essential element to protect the human renal system. As it contains sodium and potassium, so, it can be used to treat dehydration and essential minerals, which are suitable for the kidneys. 28.35gm of cashew portion gives 0.00015kg of potassium. Potassium is a common mineral is acquire on a regular basis excepts from delicate coconuts and cashew nuts [33-37].

ROLE IN DIGESTIVE DISORDERS:
Cashew contains 1.30% fiber. Dietary fiber is beneficial for stomach-related issues. It maintains water, soothes the stool, and removes the blockage. Thus, it is beneficial for hemorrhoids, varicose veins, hiatal hernias, and diverticulosis.

COPPER AS AN ANTIOXIDANT, ENERGY BUILDING & BONES:
Copper plays a vital role in physiological aspects of life like iron use, bone and connective tissue improvement and essential for skin and hair colors. Copper is a basic fundamental part of the protein, superoxide dismutase, which plays a key role in providing energy and cancer prevention. It is essential for the action of lysyl oxidase, a special protein associated with cross-linked collagen and elastin, which provides support to bones, joints and flexibility to bones. They act as an antioxidant and reduce inflammation as they contain free radicals and keeps the body healthy.

CASHEW FOR BONES AND NEURALGIA:
About 22.3% of magnesium is present in one-fourth cup of cashews. It contains calcium, magnesium which are essential for nerve and muscle tone. It acts like a natural calcium channel blocker that keeps calcium from rushing into the nerve cell and enacting the nerve. By regulating the calcium entrance, that will keep the nerves loose.

Recent studies have shown that magnesium decreases the recurrent attack of headache, lowers the circulatory strains, cardiovascular failures, manages hormonal influences in women during menopause, and lowers the seriousness of Asthma [38].

ROLE OF CASHEW KERNEL:
Cashew kernels are purified from raw cashew. These are soft, white, and meaty but change the color and taste upon roasting. They are attached with shells and classify them carefully by food companies around the world. These are dried to lose the skin and then peeled off [18]. Cashew part contains protein (18.22g), carbohydrates (27.13g), and fat (46.92g) per 100g. These have lower fat content than other nuts containing oleic acid, which is essential for the cardiovascular system [39].

The lipid parts of Cashew are rich in unsaturated fats, which include oleic acid and polyunsaturated fats. As this is free from cholesterol and contains a fixed amount of monosaturated fat, which is best for lowering the cholesterol level [40]. However, cashew has
the most powerful benefits for health, including heart, nerve functioning, and muscle, maintain bone strength and oral health. These are good source of vitamins and dietary fats, which are good for our health to absorb fat-soluble vitamins [41].

These are classified into three types; white/scorched wholes, pieces, and splits. They are low in sugar and rich in proteins, fibers, and healthy fats. They also contain important minerals and vitamins like calcium, magnesium, and copper, which are essential for the production of energy, brain health, immunity, and strengthen the bone. In addition, it contains calcium, phosphorus, copper, zinc, iron, magnesium, and sodium. As Cashew parts give the energy of 611KCal/100g, and this is an equal amount that of almond (612Kcal/100g). In addition, it contains minerals like Calcium, Phosphorus, Sodium, Potassium, Magnesium, Iron, Copper, Zinc, and Manganese. It is highly rich in starch. Oligosaccharides of cashew part are, for the most part, galactosyl sucrose. These kernels give an oil that can be used as a mechanical and chemical antidote for irritant poison [42].

CASHEW APPLE:

This is the fruit of cashew tree. It is red or orange in color. These are rich in vitamin C, so can be used for diseases that can be developed due to the deficiency of vitamin C, like for skin. These are preserved in glass jars. Cashew apple is a pseudo-organic product that is a delicious natural and nutritious. The fleshy part of cashew is known as cashew apple. These contain sugars, tannins, phenols, amino acids, ascorbic acid, minerals and fiber. The cashew apple has a sweet flavor having delicate skin. Cashew apple gives an anti-scrotal property. Hence the juice of this apple can be used as diuretic, for the treatment of renal diseases, and for cholera. Cashew apple juice can be used for pharyngitis and chronic dysentery. The brandy of cashew apple can be used to relieve the pain in Neuralgia and rheumatism. The amount of ascorbic acid, solvent solids, decreasing sugars and all out acids were found to change among outskirts and focus of the cashew apple. As Cashew apples are rich in amino acids that has a property like aspartic acid, alanine, proline, leucine, and glycine [43].

CASHEW GUM:

Cashew gum (CG) is a biopolymer extracted from the exudate of Anacardium occidentale, a typical tree of Brazil's north eastern locale. The gum chain is made out of galactose (72%), with side-chains of arabinose (4.6%), glucose (14%), rhamnose (3.2%) and uronic acid (4.7%). CG properties were discovered to be like those of gum Arabic. Fundamental oils are unstable, vanishing effectively, and can deteriorate when presented to light, heat or potentially pressure. The encapsulation of fundamental oils intends to safeguard and secure their useful properties, notwithstanding give a controlled delivery in a given medium. Nuts are energy-thick food varieties, for the most part because of their high fat substance. These food varieties are low in immersed saturated fats (SFAs) and high in unsaturated fats. Also, nuts contain large amount of fiber, folate, minerals, and cancer preventing agents. Because of their dietary creation, broad exploration has been completed on nuts and wellbeing results, for example, diminished danger of
cardiovascular diseases and related risk factors like oxidative stress and irritation, high cholesterol and diabetes.\textsuperscript{20} Considering the observed advantages of nut utilization on heart wellbeing, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) delivered a wellbeing guarantee perceiving that these food sources may diminish the risk of coronary diseases from the leafy foods and utilized in culinary that point forward, nuts have been fused into rules for smart dieting in a few countries. Tree nuts are characterized as dry natural products with one seed in which the ovary divider turns out to be hard at development. Peanuts (\textit{Arachis hypogea}), albeit organically delegated vegetables, have a comparable supplement profile to tree nuts and subsequently are normally remembered for this gathering. Selenium is a fundamental micronutrient with cell reinforcement limit that guides in distinctive physiological cycles like invulnerable framework balance, substantial metal and xenobiotic detoxification, and thyroid chemical guidelines \textsuperscript{44},\textsuperscript{45}.

\textbf{CONCLUSION:}

The cashew tree is present in Brazil, where being a natural product is viewed as an intricacy. In the sixteenth hundred years, the Portuguese familiarized cashew with other countries like some African nations and India. Cashew nuts have flavorful bites and great health benefits. They are rich in calories, as 100g of nuts give 553 calories. They contain dissolvable fiber, nutrients, minerals, and different wellbeing advancing phyto-synthetic substances that are beneficial for infections and tumors. In addition, it’s a fact that cashews have less fat substance than other different nuts, around 75\% of their fat is unsaturated fats, in addition to about 75\% of this unsaturated fat substance is oleic acid. As studies shown that oleic acid is important for heart diseases, even in people with diabetes. They can be used for protection of eyes and skin. As, this is rich in vitamin C, so beneficial for all issues of skin like acne and freckles etc. They additionally contain monosaturated fats, copper and great amount of phosphorus and magnesium. When compared with green leaf and vegetables, cashew contains less level of oxalic acid which is important during calcium dissemination.

It is a beneficial medication for reducing craving, depressive symptoms, sadness, disappointment, anxious, shortcoming, scurvy, paleness, and treatment of stomach, chest, urinary and liver problems. After research its proven that cashew portions could formed into a herb to treat the snakebites, nut oil can be applied for cracked heels, or as a fungal specialist. The natural product, bark and leaves are utilized for treating parasitic action, for wounds, rashes, and can be used as an antipyretic, and for diarrhea. However, these nuts have less amount of cholesterol, thus its very beneficial for those individuals who have cardiac issues. Moreover, there is additionally mono unsaturated fat substance that makes a difference producing good cholesterol and boost the blood circulation. They have monstrous wholesome properties that could be investigated further and utilized as prospective convenient and useful food. A few worth added items can be prepared by the leafy foods and utilized in culinary. Further research is needed to investigate the biopharmaceutical effects of Cashew.
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